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21 of 21 review helpful Ponge s signature By Engrooviast Soap is different from Ponge s other work He is best known 
as the author of many brief well crafted prose poems which take the form of minute observations on natural and 
manmade objects This book as the title implies is also an observation on a common household object This work is not 
merely a prose poem although it contains elements of prose poetry It is And now dear reader for your intellectual toilet 
here is a little piece of soap Well handled we guarantee it will be enough Let us hold this magic stone The poet Francis 
Ponge 1899 1988 occupied a significant and unchallenged place in French letters for over fifty years attracting the 
attention and admiration of generations of leading intellectuals writers and painters a notable feat in France where 
reputations are periodically reassessed and ldquo This text manages to be whimsical political and philosophical all at 
once by behaving like its subject soap and slipping between modes rdquo Matthea Harvey Boston Language Notes 
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